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In 1896 G. Frobenius proved: the degree of any (absolutely) irreducible

representation of a finite group divides its order,h This theorem was improved

by I. Schur in 1904 as follows: the degree of any irreducible representation

of a finite group divides the index of its centre.2) Using the results of H.

BIichfeld5ί and those of I. Schur 3'4) we shall prove more precisely the following

THEOREM, The degree of any irreducible representation of a finite group
divides the index of each of'"its maximal abelian normal subgroups.

LEMMA, Let Z(@) = {Z(G)=(2lfλ(G)), G ε S } be an irreducible representa-

tion of degree z of a finite group © of order g such that zn(G) is an alge-

braic integer for each G ε β . Let 31 be a subgroup of © of order a such that

Z(A)=(Zli(A) °) for each Ae2ί. Then z divides g/a.
\ 0 */

Proof of the Lemma. By a fundamental relation of I. Schur,3) we have

Έ Zn(G)zii(G-i)=g/z.

Since Z(GΛ) = ̂  ^ %J and ZCΛ-^-1)^! ^ ^ j , we have

2π(GJ)2n(GΓ1)=a:]J(G2)^1J(G2"
1)? if GTιG2 belongs to a. Therefore a Σ ' «π(G)

xzn(G'l)^glz. Since Σ ; 21J(G)2JJ(G)~J is an algebraic integer, z divides g/a.

Proof of the Theorem. Let Z(@)=={Z(G) = (2Kx(G)), GG®} be an irreduci-

ble representation of © and % an abelian normal subgroup of ($, First we
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suppose that Z(9l) is contained in the centre of Z(©). By a theorem of

I. Schur4) we can assume that Zn(G) is an algebraic integer for each G ε ® .

By Schur's Lemma Z(A) is a scalar for each A&% Therefore the theorem

follows from the LEMMA. Secondly we suppose that Z(2ί) is not contained in

the centre of Z(©). Then Z(A) is not a scalar for some A e 9 I . Therefore

Z(@) is imprimitive by a theorem of H. Blichfeld.5) Let m=2Ri+ . . . be the

primitive decomposition of Z(®)-space 9ft by Z(3l). Let ©j be the subgroup of

©, which consists of all the elements G, of © such that Z(Gj)*Dίi=3!tti. Obvi-

ously ©j contains %. Let [©j] be the representation of ©j induced by Z(®j)

in ϊftj. Then [®j] is primitive. By a theorem of I. Schur4) we can assume that

all the coefficients of [©j] are algebraic integers. By a theorem of H. Blichfeld5)

[ΪQ is contained in the centre of [©j]. Thus 2π(©) =?0 for each G $ ® i , Zn(Gι)

is an algebraic integer for each GiGί©j and Z{A) = ( JJ J for each

Therefore the theorem follows from the LEMMA.
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